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Dear Members of the Credit Sails Community, 
 
Credit Sails has once again graced the headlines of Business Day, the NZ Herald and 
the NZX website confirming the Securities Commission probe.  After about one year 
of dedicated research into Credit Sails, Logic Fund Management is pleased to 
announce and share with you that what we set out to achieve in the first stage of the 
Credit Sails undertaking is now complete.  
 
We would like to acknowledge every member of the Credit Sails Community who 
generously shared significant information about their experiences with many of the 
New Zealand regulatory bodies.  In this frustrating process, nearly every avenue for 
restitution was examined but in all cases an impasse was reached and Credit Sails was 
swept under the table time and time again.  We would not have been here today 
without these contributions and we thank everyone for their contributions. 
 
Through our own research we were able to pick up where the trail ended, connect the 
necessary dots and use our expertise to channel the correct information to the 
regulators until they understood the gravity of the whole picture.  We have been 
pleased that the high calibre and professional teams at the Commerce and Securities 
Commission have taken this investigation more seriously than the NZX who recently 
barred us from the complaints process.  Indeed, our dealings thus far with the NZX 
have illustrated the need for an entity such as the Financial Markets Authority (FMA) 
to replace the antiquated regulation system currently in place.  We welcome the 
autonomous and expert opinions by those at the FMA and believe they will offer great 
insight on this specific case.   
 
Finally, we would like to thank you as a member of the Credit Sails Community for 
your continued patience and support throughout the past year.  We acknowledge that 
most of you are awaiting a final result rather than further inconclusive statements.  We 
understand your point of view, but also want to highlight the successes thus far and 
allow you the opportunity to relish them.  Collectively we have accomplished exactly 
what we set out to achieve one year ago.  We are now precisely where we need to be; 
on the path that will hopefully deliver some, if not all of your investment back to you.   
 
Logic Fund Management will continue to pursue this matter on behalf of all Credit 
Sails investors at no charge as we feel the result of your case is critical for protecting 
investors into the future.   
 
Please contact us if we can clarify anything, if you have any information you would 
like to share or if you would like to know more about Logic Fund Management.   
 

 
 
Greg Marshall  


